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With great summer weather comes great responsibility to ‘Bin it’.
Students at the Lighthouse have been looking at our local
environment and litter picking to help keep it clean and safe…

PRINCIPALS WELCOME
Dear Parents and Carers
What an amazing term it has been at the Lighthouse School. We have enjoyed the most amazing drop
down day where everyone made their own stall and made lots of profit. Everyone had a taste of what
running their own business was like and we had some real entrepreneurs.
Our Year 11 students have continued to make us feel proud. They have worked incredibly hard to
ensure their GCSE exams are as successful as possible. They have showed a real maturity and have
been a real credit to the school.
Today we have been visited by East Kent Business Partnership who have been conducting careers
interviews with Years 9 and 10. We are hoping next year to organise work experience for all of our Key
Stage 4 students.
The Lighthouse School really has been the most positive place to be this term and I would like to thank
both the students and their highly committed staff in making the Lighthouse School so special.
Kind regards Bonnie Tate

DOVER
Dover have had great fun and discussions over who really
was ‘Jack the Ripper’. They have reviewed the cases,
looked at evidence, modus operandi and created a
possible profile of the infamous killer.
Film studies was brilliant and very lively debates, views and
opinions where shared about ‘Lord of War’ and the morale
and ethical actions and values of Yuri Orlov.
All the boys have had to face anxiety and worries as they
bravely face their GCSE examinations and begin their new
pathways and making choices about their futures.
Everyone wishes them all success and ‘Best of Luck’.

Having completed the revision programme, Dover met up
with fellow Yr11 students from Chilham class for a much
needed wellbeing session and BBQ at Palm Bay beach.
Fun, food, laughter and games was the order of the day
while finding time to reflect back on their time at the
Lighthouse School. What a wonderful day.

MC Teach (left) and
C2 Trappy (right)
producing and
filming an awesome
Assembly on ‘Litter’
with the help of MC
Champs & MC LL
(aka Gangster
Granny) & BB

RECULVER
This term, we have had lots of fun reading Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone and have produced some fantastic pieces of writing. We have also been
learning about the Maya Civilisation. We have found out about what life was
like, their creation story, their number system and have compared the Maya
Civilisation to others we have studied. In DT, we looked at headdresses the
Maya people wore and then designed and made our own. We had an
amazing day out at Chatham Dockyard where we made and fired rockets,
went inside a submarine and learnt how to make rope. We even got to make
some rope to bring back to school. In science, we have been learning about
life cycles. We have some caterpillars in class that we have been watching
and we are waiting for them to become butterflies and we are very excited.
Have a great holiday! See you again in term 6.

ROCHESTER
Rochester class we have been learning all about the Queen’s
platinum jubilee. We have even made our own platinum pudding.
We have also been reading some poems and looking at rhyming
words and noisy poems. In History we have been learning about the
history of transport and what the first cars, planes and bicycles
looked like, and how the underground changed the city of London.
In science we have learned about lifecycles. In music we have been
learning to play the recorder.
In DT we have been looking at healthy eating and food groups we
have made a healthy meal of our choice and a pizza. In art we have
been looking at pattern and printing and we created our own designs
based on the work of William Morris. We also had a day at the beach
this term followed by ice-creams at the café.

SCOTNEY

Scotney have been focusing closely on narrative writing in English this term with Miss
Hewitt, writing brilliant fictional stories with eye catching sentence openers. They have
also been focusing on shape rotation in maths with Miss Harper, as well as finding the
perimeter and area of different shapes.

Scotney also took part in an enterprise day with the rest of Lighthouse School, where
they designed and created their own fairground game 'Bucket Ball'. Scotney won the
prize for most profit made at our Northdown House Site!! We were also lucky
enough to attend a school trip to a local pottery painting shop, we painted items such
as monkeys, owls, and giraffes, which some of our students have chosen to keep on
their desks as class mascots.

Our class have also spent the last few days of term celebrating the departure of our
class TA, Miss Cornwall, who is leaving for maternity to have her baby boy. We wish
her the very best of luck in her new chapter of life.

WALMER
This term we had an opportunity to raise awareness for the Children’s
trust charity. Donations were given to our class of 65 doughnuts for
the school. We had a fantastic assembly raising awareness for the
brain injury unit and our friends loved eating the doughnuts.
We have been updating our class dojo for our class and
parents/carers to see. We love the social aspect of it, and we love
that our homes can see what we are up to.
We also enjoyed a trip to the comic bookstore this term. We have
been reading our new comic books which are helping to improve our
reading ages. We hope to go next term to buy more so that the rest
of the school can join in with our reading marathon.
We have new Lego sets to help us with our Lego Club Intervention.
We work together, talking and listening to each other building a
model rocket.
For Enterprise Day we created a fayre game called ‘’Higher or Lower’’,
we worked together and won best decorated game!

BODIAM

Bodiam have been looking at probability and transformations within
Mathematics approaching exam questions and completing some
challenging tasks. In English they have been exploring APP and this has
allowed them to prepare for their speaking and listening also celebrating
the upcoming Queen’s Jubilee. Outdoor learning has been a huge success
and the whole class have made great achievements in their social,
emotional, and physical skills. As you can see from the photos their
favourite bits are the rope swing, cooking, eating and drinking some
delicious drinks made by the Kelly kettle. During our business drop down
day the class created an excellent game of ‘tin can alley’ where they
recycled used tins and decorated them with some beautiful labels. They
thoroughly enjoyed hosting the game, running/manning the stall, and
earning money. It has been excellent as a tutor to see the class building
friendships and taking care of one another. Roll on the final term of year
10.

CHILHAM
Chilham class have been busy this term, completing assessments in
English, maths and science, as well as trips to various places.
The class researched Kent for humanities and incorporated it into
the English lessons. Canterbury Cathedral was the first port of call
(by train) where the students learnt about Thomas Becket, The Black
Prince and the history/architecture of the cathedral.
The following week they had a stroll to the Shell Grotto and Margate
Caves, in Margate. The students spoke to a volunteer guide who
explained the history of the caves and the discovery of it in a families
back garden in 1807. They asked questions about the wall paintings
and the excavation, which they found extremely interesting.
For the last two weeks, Chilham have enjoyed a barbecue at Palm
Bay, with Dover class, kindly arranged by Mr. Robson. The two
classes played games together, particularly boules…until a seagull
swooped down and stole the jack! The following day half of the
class visited the allotment with Mr. Ransley where they assisted with
cooking another barbecue and made pyrography plaques, using
magnified glass and the sun. The other half went bowling with Mr.
Baker and Miss. Knell. The students beat Mr. Baker again…
On Monday 16th, the class organised a farewell party for the whole
school, to say goodbye to staff and students, and have their
photographs taken. They were entertained by Mr. Greenland and
Mr. Allen on their guitars.

Chilham class spent their last day participating in the Margate
Quiz Trail, finding clues and eating ice cream. It was a beautiful
sunny, hot day, which proved to be a fabulous end to Chilham’s
time at the Lighthouse School. The students will be retuning for
Prom and Prize Giving for their final good-byes. Miss. Shaw will miss
Chilham class and wishes them all good luck and best wishes for
the future.

HEVER
Hever have enjoyed a busy Term 5. They have learnt about geometry
in Maths, looking at angles, 2D shapes, types of line, area and
perimeter and using simple formulas for triangles. They have written
about animal care and posed the question: ‘Adopt or buy’ with
regards to a pet. They are currently learning about the Queen and are
writing a leaflet about her Platinum Jubilee. In art they have been
looking at street art and graffiti, and in History we have learnt about
the First World War (life in the trenches the Suffragette movement
plus the roles that women took on during the war). The class also
learnt about the devastation of the holocaust in World War 2. In
Science they investigated magnets and their strength and also looked
at forces and speed. We really enjoyed the Enterprise drop down day
Fun Fair afternoon and spent our well earnt spoils on an interesting
range of doughnuts!
We have been busy bees and look forward to seeing what term 6 has
to offer.

